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How to harness the power of emotions to create smart content 

that works to drive more engagement, impact and business.

eLuxury Summit
eLuxury Summit
eLuxury Summit

SMARTSMARTSMART
CONTENT



Your competitors are on all fronts.

A battle to EMERGE.

GAMING PLATFORMS BROADCASTERS ONLINE MEDIA NEWS SOCIAL MEDIA



Consumers are bombarded daily 

with countless messages.

Advertising messages / day

A battle for

ATTENTION!

1200



These messages often aim to appeal to 
logic, under the assumption that choice 
results from rational thought when, in 

reality, 
emotions are what really matter!



“Caring” emotions & feelings trigger higher recall, 

engagement & action

Stronger emotions means better
brand recognition

Research & Analysis of Media (RAM) are delighted to share with you, unique 

analysis from over 800 case studies, from over 40,000 responses.

Positive

Reaction Care

Negative



NO BUSINESSNO EMOTION



People may not remember 
what you said, but they will 
always remember how you 
made them

“

“
Maya Angelou



How to harness the power of EMOTION

to create more smart content that works?



Let’s create content
that makes people



PEOPLE x BRANDS
SHOULD NOW PLAY
TOGETHER 👾🤝🚀

Both equal, brands and people laugh together, challenge each other

but also have each other’s back.



RUN

Let’s create content that makes people

Make an engaging internal event with an NFT challenge

ARE YOU
READY TO

RUNRUN



Dramatize silence as the
new automotive paradigm

with an immersive yet
antinomic experience.

Let’s create content that makes people



Let’s create content that makes people

TEASING 4-WEEK CHALLENGE FINAL REWARD & UGC





Let’s create content that makes people

+
LIVE VIEWS

A process of creating a 
cohesion of actions that 
drives curiosity and proves 
rather than simply decree it.

Twitch & Lexus Codesign with gaming community

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtAkQPu9_-0


how do we 
make it 

🤔🤔🤔



AT AW 

AD AC 

BY CREATING

CAMPAIGNS
FOR BRANDS

MEANINGFUL
ANY
TIME

ANY
CULTURE

ANY
WHERE

ANY
DEVICE



ANY TIME ANY WHERE ANY DEVICE ANY CULTURE
Define the right 
consumer life 

moment.

Think of the whole 
consumer experience 

journey.

Take the advantage 
of the codes
and usage.

Rely on communities 
cultural habits and 

behaviours.

EMOTIONS



Our expertise…



How to 
measure emotions ???

X



EMOTION ANALYSIS USING AI TECHNOLOGIES

EYE
TRACKING

Identify what 
catches the eyes 

& measure 
memorization.

FACIAL 
EXPRESSION

See how people 
react to your 

content & validate 
your storyboard.

PUPILLO
METRY

Get access to the 
true emotions

felt by your 
consumers.

BRAND 
ATTITUDE

Combine 
physiological data 

with declarative 
questionnaires.



VIDEO HEATMAP
See what people are looking 
at on your video and validate 
that your message is read as 

well as your CTA noticed.

IMPROVE YOUR 
MESSAGE DELIVERY

RETENTION
Check whether your video maintains 

the audience highly involved 
throughout the video and when they 

disengaged.

IMPROVE YOUR 
AUDIENCE RETENTION

SURVEY
Understand what 

people think of your 
ads through questions 
and custom surveys.

IMPROVE YOUR 
BRAND RECOGNITION

ACTIONABLE KPIS BASED
ON MEANINGFUL INSIGHTS



BRIEFING

STORYBOARD

SHOOT

EDITING

VALIDATION

CAMPAIGN

FAST TRACK AT EVERY STAGE OF CAMPAIGN CREATION



ARE U READY TO

FEEL?FEEL?FEEL?


